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Despite the common understanding that oncologists’ treatment choices are 
highly correlated with guideline-endorsed regimens, oncologists do deviate 
from what the data tell them to do:

 Deviate more often than we thought

 Certain oncologists segments are more likely to deviate more routinely

These patterns were validated through the use of real world case studies

What we discovered…
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 Virtually all doctors (96%) said that at least one non-clinical factor was 
more important than NCCN guidelines in treatment choice

 Oncologist state that multiple non-clinical factors would significantly 
change their prescribing including:

 financial burden 43%, 

 family support structure 31%, 

 and cultural factors 29%

 Over half of oncologists claim that extending life is not the most 
important treatment goal
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Non-Clinical Factors Can be More Important than NCCN Guidelines
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Non-Clinical Factors IMPACT PRESCRIBING!

Expected?
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Three Distinct [Emotional] Physician Segments Emerged

A segmentation analysis1 was performed which identified meaningful differences in attitudes &/or behavior among oncologists which 
shed light onto their treatment, decision-making processes.  Three segments emerged.  Results have been analyzed by these segments. 
Below are some key demographic or attitudinal differences that differentiate them from one another.

Meet Our Three Oncologists Segments
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• Life extension important; 
quantity over quality

• Treatment before patient

• Prefers learning about 
treatments from studies and 
peer reviewed journals

• Most likely to work in large 
suburban town

• More generally mainstream 
oncologist
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)• QoL important; quality over 
quantity

• Patient before treatment

• Prefers learning about 
treatments from people; KOLs, 
peers, presentations at ASCO

• Most likely comprised of more 
females than the other 2 groups

• Most likely to include academics

• Most likely to work in large cities 
(1M+)
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)• Focused on patients’ 
socioeconomic, cultural, religious 
dynamics –whatever it takes to 
keep patients compliant

• Generally more flexible and less 
dogmatic

• Most male dominant

• Least likely to be part of an 
ACO/IDN

• Most likely to work in more than 
1 office location

Data-Driven Oncs Compassionate Care Oncs Pragmatists



Pancreatic Cancer

• Gender: Male

• Medical History: 

 Upper right quadrant pain

 Fever

 Jaundice

• Other Clinical Factors:

 Elevated serum lipase detected

 Scan indicated pancreatic mass

 Biopsy performed and pancreatic adenocarcinoma was identified

 Patient given FOLFIRINOX, but continued to progress while on therapy

Case Studies – Prescribing and Treatment Goals
Medical History



Case Studies – Prescribing and Treatment Goals
Non-Clinical scenarios
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Case Studies – Prescribing and Treatment Goals
Prescribing Differences



 We must have struck a nerve as 35% of oncologists thanked us for asking them to participate in 
the research.  Comments included:

“Thank you for this important research”

“Was valuable to me since this made me carefully think through my own beliefs and biases.”

“Thoughtful survey. Made me look back into my practice settings.”

“Great questions. Tough issues we struggle with.”
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